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 Sales growth in line, Net Profit disappoints:  For 1QCY2008, while 
Wockhardt’s Sales at Rs786cr was in line with our expectations, Net Profit 
at Rs50.9cr was a disappointment. The key factors impacting the same 
have been the substantial jump in Interest expenditure along with the 
Rs27.3cr MTM losses booked by the company during the period. Thus, in 
spite of a yoy growth of 50.3% on the Sales front, the company posted a 
23.2% decline in Net Profit during the period.     

 Sales growth driven by Formulations: Formulations, which contributed 
97% of overall Sales was the key growth driver for the company during the 
period, registering a yoy growth of 67.5%. Bulk sales, on the other hand, 
declined 11%. Key geographies which contributed to the overall growth 
during the period included Europe and US, which grew 68.9% and 141.0%, 
respectively.           

 Operating Margins remain Flat: Higher contribution from the Formulation 
segment aided the company post a substantial increase in Gross Margins, 
which at 67.3% improved by 659bp. However, the rise in Gross Margins did 
not percolate to the operating level. On the operating front, the company’s 
Margins were flat at 22%. This was mainly on the back of a substantial 
increase in Staff costs (up 91%) and other expenditure (up 78%). R&D 
expenditure, during the period, declined 11% and constituted 1.8% (3.1%) 
of overall Sales.  

 

Key Financials ( Consolidated) 
Y/E Dec (Rs cr) CY2006 CY2007 CY2008E CY2009E 

Net Sales    1,729    2,653     3,186    3,669 

% chg 22.4 53.4 20.1 15.1 

Net Profit       241      383       461      532 

% chg  (6.1) 58.5 20.5 15.5 

EPS (Rs)        22.1        35.0         42.1        48.6 

EBITDA Margin (%) 23.1 25.3 25.6 25.6 

P/E (x)        12.7          8.0           6.6          5.8 

RoE (%)        25.6        32.7         32.6        30.6 

RoCE (%)        17.2        18.6         19.1        20.5 

P/BV (x)          2.9          2.4           2.0          1.6 
Source: Company, Angel Research  
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Exports’ growth aided by combination of organic and in-organic initiatives 
 
Wockhardt has been active in the global M&A arena. In the last two years, the company 
has consolidated its presence in the European markets through a series of M&As. The 
company acquired Negma Labs during 2QCY2007, which aided its growth in the European 
region during 1QCY2008. Overall, Exports grew by a substantial 70.7% contributing 73.8% 
during 1QCY2008. 
 
Regulated Markets drive growth  
 
Regulated Markets, which contributed 69% of overall Sales, were the key growth driver for 
the company, registering a yoy growth of 81%. Organic and in-organic initiatives taken in 
the US and European markets aided the company’s growth during the period. Europe, 
which is the company’s largest overseas business, contributed 53.7% of overall Sales and 
registered a yoy growth of 68.9%. Within Europe, UK emerged as the key market, which 
witnessed a strong performance in generics, hospitals and contract manufacturing 
segments. In UK, after the Novo Nordisk’s removal from the market in Procine Insulin, 
Wockahrdt is the sole supplier of Procine and Bovine Insulins there. Pinewood operations 
during the quarter declined due to depreciating Sterling. However, the company continued 
to have a strong foothold in the market with a marketshare in excess of 26.1%, a gain of 
2% post the acquisition.      
 
On the US front, the company posted a yoy growth of 141% to Rs118.8 cr. A significant 
part of the growth was driven by Morton Grove acquisition. The Morton Grove acquisition 
is expected to have turned around after the first quarter of acquisition itself. Currently, the 
company is marketing around 58 products in the US markets. During the quarter, the 
company received 5 ANDA approvals including an injectable and NDDS product. In terms 
of pipeline, it remains robust with Wockhardt having around 35 ANDAs pending approval. 
These products address a market opportunity of US $25bn.        
 
Domestic Market – Outperformed the Industry  
 
The Indian Markets posted a growth of 12.7% during the period, with Formulations posting 
a growth of 17%, well ahead of Industry growth. The growth during the period was largely 
driven by niche specialties - Dermatology, Oncology and Diabetology. Growth in the Power 
brands and New Product launches aided the same. It also helped increase marketshare, 
which improved significantly from 1.65% in CY2007 to 2.05% during the quarter. Going 
ahead, the company expects Power brands and In-licensing to drive growth in the 
domestic Formulation market.       
 
Valuation and Outlook  
 
At the CMP, the stock is trading at 6.6x CY2008E and 5.8x CY2009E EPS, which is at a 
significant discount to its peers. A substantial part of the discount is on account of the high 
competitive pressures in the Generic space and dependence of the company on its M&A 
strategy to scale up its Generic business. A part of the discount is also due to the 
accounting polices followed by the company (deferment of R&D expenditure). On the 
Earnings front, we have pruned our Net Profit estimates by 9% for CY2008E and 
CY2009E, respectively. Overall, owing to the concerns, we have downgraded our Target 
P/E multiple to 10x. We maintain a Buy on the stock, with a revised Target Price of 
Rs480, over an 18-month period.  
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Quarterly Performance                                                                                                  
 Y/E Dec (Rs cr) 1QCY2008 1QCY2007 % chg CY2007 CY2006 % chg 

Net Sales  785.7 522.8 50.3 2,653.1 1,729.1 53.4 

Other Income 4.5 2.2  11.0 19.0  

Total Income 790.2 525.0 50.5 2,664.1 1,748.1 52.4 

PBIDT 173.7 115.9 49.9 639.0 400.2 59.7 
Operating Margin (%) 22.1 22.2  24.1 23.1  
Interest 56.5 12.9  97.4 2.6  
Depreciation & 
Amortisation 24.1 18.1  78.5 62.1  

PBT & Exceptional Items 97.6 87.1 12.1 474.1 354.5 33.7 
Add : Exceptional Items (27.3) 0.0  0.0 (60.4)  

Profit before Tax 70.3 87.1 (19.3) 474.1 294.1 61.2 

Provision for Taxation  20.5 20.8  91.7 52.9  
Net Profit 50.9 66.3 (23.2) 382.4 241.2 58.5 

EPS (Rs) 4.7 6.1   35.0 22.0   
Source: Company, Angel Research  
 


